One-day Cruise to Santorini 2016

From Rethymno on 18/06 Saturday
Departure time:
Departure time from Santorini:

07:30
17:45



The tours in Santorini will take place in English languages



The programme is the following:

 Arrival at Santorini: Our guides will assist travelers to board on their bus and during the ride they
will provide them information regarding the culture and the history of the island.
 1st stop on Oia. The travelers will spend some free time and will enjoy the unique view.
 2st stop: Fira. The travelers will explore the picturesque alleys, shop or they will simply gaze over
the view and the magnificent cliffs of the Caldera.
After having completed their visit in Fira, the following options are available :
 Α. Fira. The travelers can either remain in the beautiful capital of the island.
 Β. Beach of Perissa and Perivolos. They may enjoy the swimming in the magnificent black beach
of Perissa.
 C. Volcano tour. Traditional Aegean-style small boats will take them to the volcano site (extra
charge 16€)

Pick up from the hotel around 06:00 / Return back to the hotel around 19:30

Price per person : 174 EURO
Including Transfer to/from Rethymno port

ONE-DAY CRUISE TO SANTORINI
Description

Our company’s goal is to offer our passengers the best possible services and satisfy
their needs to the fullest.
During their stay on the island our passengers make a first stop at Oia where they get
the chance to enjoy world famous sites like the unique view from Kaldera, Oia’s
commercial side, churches and traditional captains’ houses. What follows is
magnifiscent Fira, the capital of Santorini, for either one or three hours according to
their tour of choice. Again, they have the chance to enjoy the view and Kaldera’s
impressive rock cliffs. They can walk around picturesque village roads to explore the
special beauty of this Cycladic island and cherish its traditional architecture and local
market.
Having concluded their visit at Fira passengers can either choose to remain at the
beautiful capital of the island or visit the lovely seashore of Perissa with its black
pebbles where they can spend about two hours. Our passengers can put on their swim
suits and take a swim or shower. They can also have lunch in one of the local
restaurants. If they choose to do so (at an extra charge), visitors can also sail around the
volcano on traditional fishing boats of the Aegean. They can take pictures and admire
its natural beauty on a one-and-a-half-hour trip. The charge is €16.00 per person and
children between the age of 4 and 11 get a 50% discount.
This season, from mid-June onwards, passengers will have one more choice: instead of
visiting Fira they will have the opportunity to visit the archaeological site of Akrotiri
for a whole hour accompanied by an experienced tour guide, specialized in sites of
archaeological interest. Our passengers will then have the opportunity to visit either
Perissa or the volcano and, if time permits, they will have a short-term visit around Fira.

